
How we help universities?

Why NashTech

Your SITS e:Vision partner

In today’s digital landscape, a streamlined Student Information System (SIS) is no longer a luxury, it’s a 
necessity. NashTech’s SITS e:Vision expertise can be your key to unlocking a powerful and adaptable 
SIS solution. We understand the unique challenges faced by educational institutions and our team of SITS 
e:Vision specialists is dedicated to helping you leverage the full potential of the system to enhance student 
experiences, optimise administrative processes, and empower your institution for future growth.

NashTech can provide valuable resources to help create and 
maintain e:Vision. We are able to mobilise teams efficiently and 
work to provide the best quality outcome. We work directly with 
educational institutions to understand the value needed and build 
requirements from the roadmap to then develop, test and deliver.

SITS e:Vision 
factsheet

Skillset 
We are experts in building online learning 
platforms for universities

Sector expertise 
Our extensive experience in the higher education 
sector ensures solutions that are perfectly aligned 
with your institution’s needs

Technical excellence 
We partner with industry leaders (Microsoft 
Azure, AWS & Google cloud platform) to facilitate 
seamless cloud transitions for universities

Quality assurance 
We are committed to delivering the highest quality 
work through a robust quality assurance process



We are partners in your journey towards digital excellence 
and transformative success.Get in touch today! 

Our services

Automation: Automate routine tasks like 
admissions processing, course enrollment 
and financial aid management to free up 
staff time for higher-value activities 

Data integration: Integrate e:Vision with 
other campus systems (e.g., Learning 
Management Systems, HR) to eliminate 
data silos and improve information flow

Workflow optimisation: Review and 
optimise existing workflows to identify 
bottlenecks and implement improvements 
for increased efficiency

Self-service portal: Develop a user-friendly 
self-service portal for students to access 
grades, transcripts, financial aid information 
and course materials

Mobile access: Enable students to access key 
e:Vision functionalities through a mobile app, 
promoting convenience and flexibility

Data-driven decision making: Utilise e:Vision 
data to personalise the student experience, 
identify at-risk students and tailor support 
services accordingly

Customised reports: Develop custom reports 
and dashboards to gain deeper insights 
into student enrollment trends, program 
performance and resource allocation

Predictive analytics: Leverage predictive 
analytics to identify potential student 
success challenges and implement 
proactive support measures

Data visualisation: Present data in visually 
appealing formats (e.g., charts, graphs) 
for clear communication and informed 
decision-making

BOOSTING EFFICIENCY AND 
STREAMLINING PROCESSES

ENHANCING THE 
STUDENT EXPERIENCE

IMPROVING REPORTING 
AND ANALYTICS

https://www.nashtechglobal.com/campaign/sits-evision-he/
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